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The Gruffalo's Child 2017 bestselling sequel to the smash hit picture book the gruffalo and an instant best seller in a classic board book format with a fresh cover design the gruffalo said that no gruffalo should ever set foot in the deep dark wood but one wild and windy night the gruffalo s child disobeys her father s warnings and ventures out into the snow after all the big bad mouse doesn t really exist does he the gruffalo s child is the number one best selling much loved sequel to the worldwide picture book phenomenon that is the gruffalo julia donaldson s trademark rhyming text and axel scheffler s brilliant characterful illustrations combine once more to ensure that the gruffalo s child has followed firmly in her father s footsteps and that her story is one that children will ask for again and again and again this handy board book format is perfect for younger readers it features the classic story with a stunning redesigned cover and beautiful finish making it a must have for even the smallest donaldson and scheffler fans also available in board book format and with striking redesigned covers are the gruffalo room on the broom the snail and the whale the smartest giant in town monkey puzzle charlie cook s favourite book and a squash and a squeeze

The Gruffalo 1999 a clever mouse uses the threat of a terrifying creature to keep from being eaten by a fox an owl and a snake only to have to outwit that creature as well

The Gruffalo: A Push, Pull and Slide Book 2024-02 celebrate the gruffalo s 25th birthday with this brilliant board book with push pull and slide mechanisms based on the bestselling modern classic the gruffalo

The Gruffalo's Child: a Push, Pull and Slide Book 2021-10-05 a brilliant board book with push pull and slide mechanisms based on the bestselling modern classic the gruffalo s child one wild and windy night the gruffalo s child disobeys her father s warnings and ventures out into the snow after all the big bad mouse doesn t really exist does he move the push pull and slide mechanisms on every spread to find out with a short simple rhyming text based on the original story the gruffalo s child a push pull and slide book is the perfect introduction for preschoolers to the gruffalo s child by julia donaldson and axel scheffler and a great gift for fans of the bestselling picture book

My First Gruffalo: the Gruffalo Puppet Book 2021-09-28 perfect for the youngest gruffalo fans a fun and interactive story based on the bestselling picture book with a gruffalo hand puppet

The Gruffalo 2002 a clever mouse uses the threat of a terrifying creature to keep from being eaten by a fox an owl and a snake only to have to outwit that creature as well

The Gruffalo 2004 take a stroll in the deep dark wood with this amazing interactive gift edition of the bestselling picture book the gruffalo with the full original story plus flaps to lift tabs to pull and a pop up surprise walk further into the deep dark wood and discover what happens when a quick witted mouse comes face to face with a fox an owl a snake and a hungry gruffalo read the original much loved classic story and join in the fun by lifting the flaps and sliding the tabs to change the story to life this stunning hardback gift edition of the classic story is perfect for little paws and is sure to delight parents and children alike julia donaldson and axel scheffler s the gruffalo is an undisputed modern classic and has become a bestselling phenomenon across the world with over 17 5 million copies sold this award winning rhyming story of a mouse and a monster has found its way into the hearts and bedtimes of an entire generation of children and will undoubtedly continue to enchant children for years and years to come

The Gruffalo 2022 celebrate fifteen years of the modern classic the gruffalo s child with this special anniversary edition featuring press out characters and a wrap around play scene to act out the story plus additional book content including material from author julia donaldson and illustrator axel scheffler this special 15th anniversary edition of the gruffalo s child is a must have for julia donaldson and axel scheffler fans the gruffalo s child 15th anniversary edition features a wrap around snowy wood play scene and press out characters for an interactive reading experience plus additional book content including the gruffalo s child song a gruffalo s child quiz activities and tips for putting on a gruffalo s child play the gruffalo said that no gruffalo should ever set foot in the deep dark wood but one wild and windy night the gruffalo s
child disobeys her father’s warnings and ventures out into the snow after all the big bad mouse doesn’t really exist does he? the gruffalo child is the number one bestselling much loved sequel to the worldwide picture book phenomenon that is the gruffalo julia donaldson’s trademark rhyming text and axel scheffler’s brilliant characterful illustrations combine once more to ensure that the gruffalo child has followed firmly in her father’s footsteps and that her story is one that children will ask for again and again.

The Gruffalo's Child 15th Anniversary Edition 2019-09-10 a magnificent pop up carousel book based on the bestselling picture book walk into the deep dark wood with mouse in this this amazing pop up carousel book and discover what happens when he comes face to face with a fox an owl a snake and a hungry gruffalo read the much loved story then press out the play pieces and join in all the fun with three stunning pop up play scenes there are lots of holes to peep through things to spot and flaps to open so you can explore the deep dark wood with mouse discover fox’s underground house owl’s treetop and snake’s logpile but watch out for the gruffalo hiding in the trees the gruffalo carousel book includes a special envelope for safe storage of the 12 play pieces and a ribbon closure julia donaldson and axel scheffler’s the gruffalo is an undisputed modern classic and has become a bestselling phenomenon across the world with over 13 5 million copies sold this award winning rhyming story of a mouse and a monster has found its way into the hearts and bedtimes of an entire generation of children and will undoubtedly continue to enchant children for years and years to come.

My First Gruffalo Puppet Book 2016-09-22 this book explores embodiment in second language education sociocultural theory and research it focuses on process drama an embodied approach that engages learners imagination body and voice to create a felt experience of the second language and culture divided into three parts it begins by examining the aesthetic and intercultural dimension of performative language teaching the elements of drama and knowing in action the central part of the book examines issues related to play emotions classroom discourse and assessment when learning a language through process drama in a sociocultural perspective the third part is an analysis of the author’s qualitative research which informs a subtle discussion on reflective practitioner methodology learner engagement and teacher artistry each chapter includes a drama workshop illustrating in practice what embodying language in action can look like when working with asylum seekers adult learners with intellectual disabilities pre service teachers international students and children involved in a content and language integrated learning clil programme a unique combination of theory research and reflective practice this book provides valuable insights for teacher artists teacher educators and researchers in the fields of performative and sociocultural language learning.

An Gruffalo 2021 cognitive narratives thematics proposes a new way in which narrative works organise their thematic material it rehabilitates the study of what books are about by providing a cognitive narrative thematic model cnt part i presents cnt by combining different approaches to narrative such as evolutionary theory semiotics possible worlds theory or rhetorical criticism part ii applies cnt to a variety of well known narratives in different modalities such as robert browning’s my last duchess julia donaldson’s the gruffalo maurice sendak’s where the wild things are frank miller’s 300 or mike mignola’s hellboy it also considers literary histories and digital humanities daniel candel shows that cnt deserves greater attention and that thematics generates its own forms and adds to the aesthetic pleasure of the text candel illustrates that cnt improves the established interpretations of the narrative works it studies this innovative study reveals how cnt offers readers a deeper understanding and how readers and critics are often using cnt intuitively without being aware of it it is an invaluable resource for students and scholars of narrative theory.

The Gruffalo Carousel Book 2020-10-29 the routledge handbook of intralingual translation provides the first in-depth study of intralingual translation from every possible angle the introduction gives an overview of the theoretical political and ideological issues involved and is followed by the first section which investigates intralingual translation from a diachronic perspective covering the modernization of classical texts subsequent sections consider different dialects and registers and intralingual translation from one language mode to another explore concepts such as self translating trans editing and the role of copyeditors and investigate the increasing interest in the role of intralingual translation and second language learning final sections examine recent developments in intralingual translation such as the subtitling of speech for the hard of hearing simultaneous easy language interpreting or respeaking in parliamentary debates by providing an in depth study on intralingual translation the handbook sheds light on other important areas of translation that are often bypassed including publishing practices authorship and ideological constraints authored by a range of established and new voices in the field this is the essential guide to intralingual translation for advanced students and researchers of translation studies.

Embodiment Language in Action 2018-06-29 this remarkable book suggests a process for using children’s books to explore four key aspects of literate predictable structures nonfiction comprehension and imagination and language play.

Cognitive Narrative Thematics 2023-12-22 a brilliant board book with push pull and slide mechanisms based on the favourite picture book the smartest giant in town by julia donaldson and axel scheffler.

The Routledge Handbook of Intralingual Translation 2024-02-27 push pull and slide the moving mechanisms to bring the story to life in this brilliant board book based on the bestselling picture book by julia donaldson and axel scheffler what happens when a little old lady invites a crowd of farmyard animals into her house move the clever push pull and slide mechanisms on every spread to join in the fun and find out with a short simple rhyming text based on the original story a squash and a squeeze a push pull and slide book is the perfect preschool introduction to the classic storybook
Books as Bridges 2010

The Smarterst Giant in Town: a Push, Pull and Slide Book 2022-01-06

A Squash and a Squeeze: a Push, Pull and Slide Book 2023-03-14 this essential text provides ideas for trainees and teachers to extend both their own teaching and their pupils learning in primary english through creative approaches and enrichment strategies to promote best practice and outstanding teaching the book is accessible to all levels of experience and combines theory with practice throughout delivering the required subject knowledge while encouraging innovative approaches that demand critical reflection it looks closely at how young children learn to read and write and how practitioners can enable this development through creative ideas the book begins with an exploration of the development of speaking and listening skills which form the foundation of successful literacy chapters then cover all the key elements of the new curriculum including word reading reading comprehension transcription and composition plus additional material on drama and reading for pleasure throughout the book there is a clear progression from ks1 to ks2 and a focus on creativity as a vital ingredient in successful english teaching

2005-06 the w a guide to writing for children and ya provides informed practical advice from a successful and experienced writer of children s books across all ages its coverage includes picture books through middle grade and young adult fiction and non fiction books for reluctant readers and books for the education market it is one author s lifetime of experience distilled into an engaging guide on how to manage kickstart or begin your writing career this is a heavily revised and expanded edition of linda s writing for children 2008 much has happened in both linda s writing life and in the world of children s books since then staying true to the essence of the original the new edition includes more advice and experience to reflect changes in digital publishing self publishing and the explosion of ya and children s writing more broadly

Enriching Primary English 2015-01-14 what characteristics do children need to become motivated to learn how do children s experiences and relationships affect their cognitive development how do you provide learning experiences that meet the developmental needs of every child in your care the thinking child thoughtfully discusses the key principles of children s cognitive and intellectual development alongside descriptions of everyday practice it clearly explains the cognitive strategies that children use to learn new knowledge the development of cognitive milestones such as symbolism memories and the imagination metacognition and creativity along with research into how the brain processes information throughout the book the author considers the key characteristics of effective learning and shows how play is one of the primary mechanisms that children use to access new knowledge and to consolidate their emerging ideas and concepts these characteristics are then applied to integral aspects of early years practice to show how practitioners can motivate children to learn new knowledge about themselves and the world around them help children to develop their own ideas creatively and use this knowledge as a base to learn new things reflect on their own teaching methods to encourage children s engagement motivation and creativity through effective observation and planning engage with parents and carers to help support children s learning at home whilst maintaining the values of the family celebrate the uniqueness of each child and provide learning experiences that are appropriate for individuals with particular learning needs be they physical emotional or cognitive to ensure that every child has an equal opportunity to succeed emphasising the importance of understanding the theory that underpins children s cognitive development this accessible text shows practitioners how they can use this knowledge to provide learning opportunities that nourish children s thinking and creative skills

2015-04-10 taking a dialogic approach this edited book engages in analysis and description of dialogic discourse in a number of different educational contexts from early childhood to tertiary with an international team of contributors from australia finland new zealand and the united kingdom the chapters focus mostly on dialogic face to face discourse with some examples of online interactions and feature insights from educational linguistics particularly the work of michael halliday while the contributors come from a range of theoretical backgrounds they all share an interest in language in use and engage in close analysis of transcripts of naturally occurring interaction taking inspiration from alexander and other theorists they employ a fine grained and analytic approach to the exploration of their data the authors make use of the linguistic tools and models of language in society in order to examine the turn by turn unfolding of the interaction the authors relate their insights from disparate forms of linguistic analysis to elements of alexander s 2020 dialogic framework situating the discourse in its contexts and discussing the pedagogical implications of the linguistic choices at play in presenting this work from a range of situations and perspectives the authors strive to demonstrate how dialogic discourse plays out in educational contexts across the world the book aims to foster further research in this direction and to inspire educators to explore dialogic discourse for themselves it will be of interest to a wide audience including literacy researchers linguists teachers and teacher educators as well as graduate students

Writers’ & Artists’ Guide to Writing for Children and YA 2019-11-28 winner of the united kingdom literacy association s author award 2011 for its contribution to extending children s literacy praise for the book this book is about making readers a compact summary of its contents would not do it justice it is the account of a life s work and it deserves thanks and readers margaret meek books for keeps on line number 185 november 2010 this book is a cornucopia of varied pleasures offering something for all tastes presented with an awareness of the complexities of the field and communicated with commitment enthusiasm and deep knowledge eve bearne english 4 11 the primary school journal of
the english association number 42 summer 2011 choosing and using fiction and non fiction 3 11 is a guide to the many kinds of text we want children to encounter use and enjoy during their nursery and primary school years so children s non fiction literature including autobiography biography information and reference texts is given equal status with fiction nursery rhymes picturebooks novels traditional tales playscripts and poetry the author addresses important issues and allows the voices of teachers reviewers and children to be heard the book supports teachers as they help children on their journey to becoming insightful and critical readers of non fiction and sensitive and reflective readers of fiction it also contains suggestions for practice which are in the spirit of the more flexible and creative approach to learning towards which primary schools are moving it includes help on using criteria to select quality texts of all kinds annotated booklists for each kind of text for different age groups suggestions for keeping a balance between print and screen based texts case studies showing teachers and children using texts in interesting and imaginative ways to support learning in english lessons and across the curriculum advice on developing children s visual and multimodal literacy guidance on using the school library and embedding study skills in children s wider purposes and learning critiques of key theoretical perspectives and research projects although the main readership will be primary and student teachers it is hoped that the book will be of interest and use to anyone concerned with the role of texts in children s learning

The Thinking Child 2013-09-02 how do you become an effective primary school teacher what do you need to be able to do what do you need to know flexible effective and creative primary school teachers require subject knowledge an understanding of their pupils and how they learn a range of strategies for managing behaviour and organising environments for learning and the ability to respond to dynamic classroom situations the fourth edition of this bestselling textbook has been fully updated with the latest research and initiatives in the field as well as the most recent changes to the national curriculum across the uk twenty four new authors have contributed sharing their expertise and experience as practitioners ten brand new units have been included on becoming a professional in the current context building inclusive communities of engaged learners understanding schools aims and enacting your own teaching for social justice reading grammar and punctuation mastery in mathematics the value of outdoor learning primary education in a digital age a selection of extra tasks have been woven throughout with an emphasis on innovative reflective practice and new vivid examples bring each chapter s argument to life in a classroom context in addition each chapter contains m level tasks and further reading to assist with research assignments and differences in the national curriculum and policy in scotland wales and northern ireland are highlighted providing a comprehensive but accessible introduction to teaching and learning in the primary school covering everything a trainee needs to know in order to gain qts this accessible and engaging textbook is essential reading for all students training to be primary school teachers this textbook is supported by a free companion website with additional resources for instructors and students routledge com cw cremin and an accompanying series of books on teaching creatively across the curriculum

Dialogic Pedagogy 2023-05-18

Choosing and Using Fiction and Non-Fiction 3-11 2010-07-02 essential study guides for the future linguist language development is an introduction to how we learn to speak read and write it is suitable for advanced level students and beyond written with input from the cambridge english corpus it considers the theoretical approaches to language development from early childhood to teenager language development explores the lifelong process of learning a language as well as the social factors that affect it using activities to help explain how language develops students through major modern issues and concepts it summarises key concerns and modern findings while providing inspiration for language investigations and non examined assessments neas with research suggestions

Learning to Teach in the Primary School 2018-03-14 get dads involved in children s literacy learning from letters to nursery rhymes picturebooks novels traditional tales playscripts and poetry the author addresses important issues and provides practical examples of planning teaching and assessing to encourage inspire and give confidence to teach in creative integrated and exciting ways

Language Development 2018-01-25 with the advent of advanced hand held technology and the widespread nature of the internet the world of animated filmmaking is more exciting and accessible than ever due to this cultural and technological development the success of independent animated film makers is on the rise independent animation showcases some of the greatest most innovated giants in the field and helps guide readers through the artistic process and production techniques story development casting color distribution and the intimidating aspects of production are elucidated using various examples from all over the world readers will also explore the changing nature of the audiences relationship with animation granting firsthand guidance in navigating the diverse fields of animated film making key features covers the entire process of creating an independent animated film from story development and casting to editing and distribution features input from some of the industry s most noteworthy animation talents and exclusive insight into their working processes additional resources and interviews available through a special section of skwigly online animation magazine
Getting Dads on Board 2009 how should children feel about themselves and their learning how do i know what children have learnt and how can i move them on how can i ensure that resources are available for children to use actively and independently in today s busy setting an understanding of child development sometimes gets overlooked yet it lies at the heart of effective practice child development in practice provides an approachable user friendly base from which to plan ways of working with children that are developmentally appropriate and will enable them to learn enjoyably and effectively drawing on recent research the book thoughtfully discusses sound principles of child development alongside descriptions of every day practice it then offers practical advice on how to fully utilise the key areas in an early years setting including the creative area books and stories and the outside and shows how to plan and implement integrated topics where teaching is cross curricular and holistic throughout a series of key questions are presented to encourage practitioners to reflect on why they are teaching in certain ways and increase their understanding of children s developmental needs directly linking theory and practice this book aims to give students and practitioners the knowledge and confidence they need to help children become active interactive and independent learners

Active Learning in Primary Classrooms 2014-01-14 this book describes a new approach to teaching foreign languages for primary and secondary school that shifts the attention from learning the language to communicate skillfully in the foreign language the approach focuses on developing students literacy skills as a way to discover language and make it meaningful in the first four chapters the rationale for the approach is explained and illustrated with examples from different units of work in different languages french english and spanish chapter 5 talks the reader through a complete unit of work based on a youtube video while chapter 6 looks at how this approach can be integrated into an existing curriculum the book ends by looking at teachers and their difficulties in implementing this approach and finally sets the literacy approach against recent developments in education this volume will be of interest to academics students and teachers in fields including foreign language education literacy development and cilli

Independent Animation 2017-04-21 from plays to poetry le petit nicolas to the association for language learning all literature wiki this book shows trainee teachers of mfl teachers in schools teacher educators how literature can be an essential tool for developing students cultural awareness as well as language skills with contributions from ruth heilbronn jane jones and other leading scholars it covers a wide range of approaches including looking at how to support students to develop the skills they need to read and discuss texts and how to use stories as a pedagogic tool rather than just a way to develop reading skills examples of teaching french german japanese mandarin and spanish are used throughout but the book draws together resources and strategies for use in teaching all modern foreign languages supporting students to develop into creative reflective teachers this book offers support for readers to develop their own tasks for their pupils and questions throughout to keep them engaged and encouraging them to critically engage with the content seemingly daunting articles are made much more approachable for readers with windows on research which provide a summary of relevant research papers with full reference details for follow up

Child Development in Practice 2010-11-05 tell me a story helps practitioners to build progression into a favourite part of the day for all children matched to the development stages of the eyfs each page features activity boxes labelled for each age group showing how each area can be approached by children at different stages of development the format makes it easy to select the level of activity appropriate for each child making these books ideal for groups of mixed ages when returning to the same areas later the user can choose another activity to support progression and extend learning

The Literacy Approach to Teaching Foreign Languages 2022-03-21 what do i need know about english to teach it effectively in primary schools how do children learn english how do i teach it what does a good primary english lesson look like this is the ultimate guide for primary trainee teachers grappling with these questions a comprehensive guide to teaching the national curriculum for primary english it covers both subject knowledge and teaching theory and practice this new edition now includes new chapters on the teaching of phonics and the barriers to learning english in primary schools making it the complete course textbook

Teaching Literature in Modern Foreign Languages 2019-04-04 this book offers comprehensive guidance to support those involved in primary education in developing the curriculum to meet the requirements of the new ofsted 2019 framework it addresses key issues such as the purposes of the curriculum how to organise the curriculum and the balance between knowledge and skills it also goes beyond basic requirements emphasizing the importance of a creative child centred and enquiry based curriculum which is suited to the context of school communities responding to the increased emphasis on the quality of pupils education the book supports trainees teachers and school leaders in developing and implementing an ambitious and diverse curriculum including working with all stakeholders and offering practical strategies and solutions it empowers practitioners to reclaim the curriculum by designing one which reflects the values and context of the school

Tell Me a Story 2013-09-12 translating picturebooks examines the role of illustration in the translation process of picturebooks and how the word image interplay inherent in the medium can have an impact both on translation practice and the reading process itself the book draws on a wide range of picturebooks published and translated in a number of languages to demonstrate the myriad ways in which information and meaning is conveyed in the translation of multimodal material and in turn the impact of these interactions on the readers experiences of these books the volume also analyzes strategies translators employ in translating picturebooks including issues surrounding culturally specific references and visual and verbal gaps and features a chapter with excerpts from translators diaries written during the
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